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Aggregated Markov Processes Incorporating Time Interval Omission 
Frank Ball, University of Nottingham, England 
We consider a finite state space continuous time Markov chain that is time 
reversible. The complete process is not observable but rather the state space is 
partitioned into two classes, termed "open" and "closed", and it is only possible 
to observe which class the process is in. Such aggregated Markov processes have 
found considerable application in the modelling and analysis of single channel 
records that occur in certain neurophysiological investigations. The open and closed 
states referred to above correspond to the receptor channel being open or closed. 
A further problem with single channel analysis is that short sojourns in either the 
open or closed states are unlikely to be detected, a phenomenon known as time 
interval omission. 
We show that the dynamic stochastic properties of the observed process (incor- 
porating time interval omission) are completely described by an embedded Markov 
renewal process, whose parameters are obtained. We derive expressions for the 
moments and autocorrelation functions of successive observed sojourns in both the 
open and closed states, and also for a measure of the temporal clustering of observed 
channel openings. Finally we illustrate our theory by describing and analysing a
model for the gating mechanism of the locust (Schistocerca gregaria) muscle gluta- 
mate receptor. 
On the Convergence Rate of Annealing Processes 
Tzuu-Shuh Chiang and Yunshyong Chow*, Institute of Mathematics, Taipei, Taiwan 
For the class of inhomogeneous Markov 
annealing, we show that 
lim P( Xt = i ) /exp(-u(  i)/ T( t)) 
t --~ oO 
processes arising from simulated 
exists and is positive for each state i, where T(t) is the temperature at time t and 
u(i) the energy level at state i (we assume mini u(i) = 0). Our method is to consider 
the forward equations associated with such Markov processes. 
Random Time Changes for Processes with Random Birth and Death 
H. Kaspi, Technion, Haifa, Israel 
During recent years a great deal of work has been done on Markov processes 
(Y~, Q) with random birth and death times (denoted a and /3 respectively). We 
study time changes for such processes. An important class of those processes are 
stationary processes, where Q is invariant under the time shift operator. In this 
case, the 1-dimensional distribution is excessive relative to the transition semigroup. 
